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About This Game

Cannon Fodder 3 is a tactical action game, which inherited the style and traditions of the original game. The war goes on and its
scale is nearly the same as before. 500 conscripts are sent to meet their destiny. What awaits them? A general's stars or a bed of

honor?

These 21st century soldiers are equipped much better than their 1994 predecessors. They have 8 types of machinery, suitable for
land, surface and airborne operations, as well as 17 types of weapon from assault rifles to the nuclear bomb.

Skirmishes take place all around the world and even in space! You'll fight throughout the day and night, in hot and cold weather,
in snow and rain. The enemy is skilled - there're terrorists from all over the world and they have cutting-edge technologies at
their disposal: teleportation and various mechanized combat systems. Our heroes will face great challenges - artillery strikes,

insuperable force fields, automated turrets, suicide soldiers and giant humanoid robots.

Your savvy will come in handy: your actions aren't limited to slaughter and destruction. You'll have to capture enemy vehicles
and bases, save hostages and rescue convicts, hold the line and shoot back from the turrets, search for data discs and spare parts,

repair broken robots and bypass minefields. The high command carefully watches your operation’s progress: missions can be
aborted because of major offence; minor misbehavior will be reprimanded, and great achievements will be rewarded with

medals and promotions. In the end, the very best soldiers will receive the greatest reward: they will return to home camp where
warm army barracks, hot army food, soft army bunks and a tender drill sergeant await them. Until the next time.

Key Features:
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8 types of controllable machinery
17 types of weaponry, including tactical nuclear strikes and carpet bombings
Battles with unique bosses
Combat progress leads to new ranks
Special-purpose bonus items
Day and night missions, weather effects
Various locations: America, Asia, Russia, lunar and orbital bases
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Title: Cannon Fodder 3
Genre: Action
Developer:
Burut CT
Publisher:
Game Factory Interactive
Release Date: 6 Aug, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP (SP2)
Processor:Pentium IV 2,4 GHz
Memory:1024 MB RAM
Graphics:GeForce 7800GTX/ATI RADEON X1800 XT
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:700 MB HD space
Additional:Correct work on laptops is not guaranteed, Correct work on integrated graphic cards is not guaranteed.
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The play control is horrible. The camera is mapped to the mouse and whenever you move the mouse the camera follows, then it
moves back to the unit on it's own. This makes me sick with the constant scrolling. Your natural instinct is to use the mouse to
select things but you cannot, instead teh camera moves. I had to stop playing because the camera\/mouse moving was making
me sick. Which is a shame, i loved this game a sa kid, alas this new version is a major letdown.. Well, Its what you Expect from
Cannon Fodder ... Its great, amusing game of war. As their motto is War has never been so much fun.

But Beware.... Even as we are in 2014... Still the loading sequence between EACH LEVEL takes between 1-2 mins... Its
STUPID LONG AND RIDICULOUS !!!. Please do not buy Cannon Fodder 3.

Do not let nostalgia and a low price point con you into exchanging money for this fetid turd of a game. It is an embarrassment
and a tragedy that such an awful game should even be released, let alone one intended to revive one of the greatest RTS series of
the 90s.

Spend your money more wisely - grab the original Cannon Fodder on GOG.com for $7, then spend the remaining $10 on
chocolate milk and cookies.. Do not waste your money on this game, I made a terrible mistake. One of my new favorite games!
This one plays just like you remember the old Cannon Fodder games, except you get lots of different weapons, and the graphics
are more modern.. While technically flawed (low FPS regardless of the system, for me disabling v-sync caused incredibly long
load times ... like 5 min to load a level 0_o, whith v-sync on its a few sec) ... this is still an ok stab at bringing the classic CF vibe
to the modern day. Get it on sale if you have that soft spot for the Amiga original.. OMG! If this has any of the qualities of the
original two games, it's gonna be awesome. I prob should really have played the game before writing this, but im too excited that
they released a updated Cannon Fodder!

All we need now, is releases like Moonstone, IK+, Chaos Engine, Xenon etc... Now that would be fantastic.

My recomendation, buy this and give it a shot, its not to pricey and i think we'll all be surprised..
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!COME BACK SENSIBLESOFT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
some great reveiws. wish id read em before my exited fingers clicked buybuybuy. love cannon fodder used to play it on amiga
(best -only- version) had the song wedged in my head for no less than 20 years n let it sit there, halarious memorys.. ..but now go
to your brother...and ....and oh BOLLO@\u00a3$ NOT AGAIN NOOOOOOOOOOOOOO! YOU LIEING
BA$T\u00a3&\u00a3$S!!!!!!!!!!! IAM GETTING REALLY SICK OF THESE GAMES BEING ADVERTISED AS CO OP N
MULTI WHEN ITS DOESNT F$$KING WORK!!!!!!!!!!!!! its 2worlds2 all over again.
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAARRRR! HELLO TRADING STANDARDS!?!?!?!????, It is not
availavble NONONNONONONO NOT! SOUND OFF MAGGOTS!
 i am now standing in a field with a close friend cf3 loaded and ready WE AAARE GOING TO HAVE A DAM CF3 FACE
OFF OH YEAH!!!!, LAPTOPS AT 10 PACES MOFOS!!!!!!!!!!!!!
FUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU....
BASICALLY THIS SEEMS LIKE UNISPIRING PROPERGANDER UNDER THE ROOSE OF REBELIOUS
ENTERTAINMENT.

  In memory of..
cf1
my laptop
prv stoo
my friends laptop
srg bilko
cf2
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fun game for pass time. should try!!!. This is an extremilly bad rendition of the famous originals.
They should be completely ashamed of themselves and all records of this "game" should be destroyed and all those responsable
for adding the name cannon fodder to it should executed for treason!

Camera\/navigation is awkward, moving the mouse sligtly can make the game camera jump suddenly and far enough to make
targeting nearly impossible. the once legendary humour of this series now looks like it should appear on a childrens show for 5
year olds, the music doesn't match the game and even the cinamatic intro is enought to enduce vomiting.. meh
not my favorite
its decent
unique
different. Loved this game on the Amiga 500+ and 1200
and still love it now. \ud83d\ude0a. This game is pretty terrible, which is depressing considering how much I loved the old
games. Load times are long, especially considering my computer should have zero problem with this game. The controls feel
bad. The camera controls badly as well. Graphics are bad. Skip this game. I'd have more fun playing the older games.. For a
game that is 20 years old, the loading screen time between missions is pathetic, it is not like its loading from a cassette tape.
Devs fix this please
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